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not really…
Person-in-the-loop wargames are never “pure” 
experiments.

Impossibility of identical control and treatment groups
because of variations among participants.

different participants could lead to different outcomes
using same participants results in learning and other adaptive 
behaviours from game to game

Rarely are large-n iterations possible (time, cost, 
participants), and hence the inability to conduct randomized 
trials.
Difficulty of limiting the number of variables while keeping 
the situation realistic.



idiosyncratic effects and random noise

Data: 16 runs of (largely similar) Brynania simulation, 1999-2017.



idiosyncratic effects and random noise

• evening, 26 May: aircraft from HMS 
Ark Royal accidentally attack HMS 
Sheffield

• c21:25m 26 May: second attack, 
with contact torpedoes hits 
starboard side of Bismarck, 
jamming rudder at 12o
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so why not pack up and go home?

So long, and thanks 
for all the Ph/Pks!



addressing the challenge

Bayesian modelling of outcome distributions (Mackay, 
Price, and Wood, 2016).

parallel/linked games, players as qualitative analysts

natural experiments and quasi-experimental methods

synergies
wargames as question-generators
mixed methods and triangulation

research on wargaming methodology (in additional to 
wargaming as research)



parallel/linked games

Parallel/linked games, players as qualitative analysts.

Brynen 2016



natural and quasi-experiments

Natural experiments and quasi-experimental 
methods.

Regular (PME) wargame series instrumented for 
analysis.
Analytic rigor vs synergy trade-off



synergies

wargames as question-generators
especially more open gaming methods

RCAT DRDC playtest

mixed methods and triangulation
more robust findings
also generates epistemological and methodological 
insight



research on wargaming

idiosyncratic effects and social engineering

framing effects

hierarchy effects

etc.



a modest proposal

mixed method wargaming challenge
Connections UK?
announce research problem
invite (free) game designs
compare and contrast approaches

Dstl wargaming innovation award!

compare and contrast outputs
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